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In , Ford ' s first straight-6 engine was introduced in the Model K. Henry Ford did not like the car
because the engine could overpower its transmission. The next Ford six was introduced in the
Ford. The Ford Motor Company of America continued producing straight-six engines until ,
when they were discontinued in favor of more compact V6 designs. Ford Australia
manufactured these engines for their Falcon and Ford Territory vehicles until October The
first-generation Ford six-cylinder engines were all flatheads. Like the V-8, it was also a flathead
or L-head engine. Ford discontinued production of the H-series engine with the model year.
They were also used in miscellaneous industrial applications. The second generation was a
newly designed six-cylinder, produced from through and shared many parts with Ford Y-blocks
such as the entire valve train and the problems associated with the Y-block's lubrication
system. These engines have the exhaust and intake on the driver's side and the distributor on
the passenger side. It was also used in the Ford full-sized cars. Although not the popular motor
option, the cu in 3. The cu in 3. The was also used in Onan 30EC generator sets and possibly
others. The I-6 was built from to for use in medium duty and heavy duty Ford trucks. This
engine was also used for industrial applications. The third generation was produced at the Lima
Engine plant in Lima, Ohio , from through Officially dubbed the Thriftpower Six , this engine line
is sometimes referred to as the Falcon Six. Note: Car companies including Ford, switched from
gross ratings to net horsepower and torque ratings in mainly because of the emissions laws
being enacted nationwide at the time. Changes in engine compression and emissions controls
make it difficult to compare engines from various production years especially pre While not
known for being powerful or a stout engine, it proved to be economical and could get fairly
good gas mileage for the time up to 30 mpg. This small six was the basis for all the Ford
"Falcon" straight-six engines. The intake manifold on this series was cast integrally with the
cylinder head this design was also used by Chevrolet with some of their later third-generation
inline-six, the older engines had separate manifolds ; as a result, they could not be easily
modified for greater power. This engine had four main bearings and can be identified by the
three core plugs on the side of the block. The Special Six was a stroked version of the ,
changing the stroke from 2. The Econoline van and Ford Bronco received a heavier-duty version
with mechanical valve lifters. This engine had four main bearings and can be identified by the
three freeze core plugs on the side of the block. The Special was dropped from production in
From to , Ford Argentina produced a specific block similar to the earlier c. It was replaced by
the c. The cu in I-6 engine model was introduced in the middle of with 3. Early s can be
identified by three freeze plugs. Beginning in , the s were upgraded to seven main bearings to
reduce harmonic vibrations and increase durability. The Mustang continued to use the as its
base engine until it was dropped in Starting in , a six-bolt bellhousing flange block was
introduced. Beginning in one version of the block was redesigned with a bell housing flange
and a low-mount starter very similar to the low-mount starter inline six. This version is easily
identified by starter location down by the oil pan rail and is referred to as the Big Bell The big
bell design is uncommon but sought after by I-6 performance enthusiasts because it can be
modified to accept a Ford small block V8 six bolt bell housing. There were concurrent
high-mount starter blocks made till model year, and they are more common than low-mount
starter 's. When Ford launched the third-generation Fox body Mustang in , the original engine
lineup included the Cologne V6. The 2. So, the Cologne 2. The engine and front suspension
K-member was transferred from the Fairmont , which helped reduce costs instead of having to
redesign the Mustang for a different engine. The was used in the Ford Maverick and Mercury
Comet and continued in the Fairmont and essentially identical Mercury Zephyr until these were
replaced at the end of the model year. These two models used the engine from to when it was
replaced by the 3. Ford was also having problems meeting demand for its 2. In anticipation of
another engine shortage, Ford's Lima, Ohio, engine plant, which was already producing the 2. A
cast iron high-swirl cylinder head was developed, and the motor was designated the 2. This
motor shared many common parts with the , and it is common for persons rebuilding their
engines to use the 2. The cu. I-6 engine option was offered in in the Mustang, and in compact
Ford cars Maverick. The was a stroked , made by changing the stroke from 3. This engine had
seven main bearings, and can be identified by the five freeze core plugs on the side of the
block. The block uses a low-mount starter and six bellhousing bolts, sharing its bellhousing
with the Windsor V-8s W, late â€”68 ,early 4. The last year of production for the was Produced at
the Cleveland Engine plant in Brook Park, Ohio from through , the and Sixes are well known for
their durability. Simple design and rugged construction continue to endear these engines to a
number of Ford enthusiasts to this day. The engine has earned the monikers "bulletproof" and
"indestructible" by many. Popular legend holds that are numerous claims by owners who have
purposely sought to destroy a Ford straight-six through intentionally abusive use, but who were
unsuccessful in doing so. One example of the engine's sturdy design is the fact that no timing

chain or timing belt both of which can break, causing unwanted downtime or even engine
damage This generation of Ford Six was designed with long-wearing gears for that purpose
instead. Also these engines employed 7 main bearings. This fact was heavily used by Ford's
advertising campaign some television advertisements and written literature even claimed 30
mpg , since the V8 engines in these trucks rarely achieved over 14 mpg. The fuel economy of
the makes the engine a popular choice among truck enthusiasts that want both power and
economy. The addition of performance parts such as intake and exhaust manifolds with a
four-barrel carburetor place the engine power output near the same levels as the stock 'HO'
'High Output' version of the optional V8, with little or no change in economy. The had a bore of
4" and a stroke of 3. The two engines are nearly identical; the differences are in the rotating
assembly and combustion chamber sizes in the head The heads are interchangeable. This
became the primary engine of the line, eclipsing the Unlike the Falcon engine, it featured
separate intake and exhaust manifolds, which could be easily replaced with aftermarket
manifolds offering the promise of even more power, through the installation of larger
carburetors and a higher flowing exhaust system. These s were equipped with a higher flow HD
Heavy Duty exhaust manifold and forged crankshafts and rods since the engines were going to
be constantly working in the â€” rpm range. These rare, yet effective manifolds had a much
higher exhaust flow rate due to the fact that many of these engines would spend hours at RPMs
or more. Due to their straightforward and high flowing design, enthusiasts often seek these
manifolds out due to the ease in which they allow turbochargers to be retrofitted to the engine.
Engine sizes were converted to metric for , causing the to become the "4. Fuel injection and
other changes in pushed output up to horsepower with 8. Even though this engine was
renowned for its durability, low end torque, and ease of service, it was gradually phased out,
ending production in It was replaced by the Essex V6 in the F-series trucks with their redesign.
The 4. Race car driver Scott Donohue raced a rally truck with a Ford 4. This engine is also used
by Stewart and Stevenson in the MA Baggage Tow Tractor pdf , and Harlan in their standard tow
tractors [1] [ permanent dead link ] , as well as a multitude of other pieces of equipment, such as
ski lifts, power generators, wood chippers, tractors, and, until they converted to diesel engines,
most UPS trucks. Many UPS trucks still use the to this day. Starting in , Ford of Australia used
the same I-6 engines as North America, featuring the and c. The was discontinued in late Also
as in North America, a c. In , Ford of Australia increased the deck height of the design to make
room for increased crankshaft stroke, resulting in displacements of and c. They superseded the
and motors in the lineup. The and c. In , Ford of Australia enlarged the motors to and c. The
head was of the same design as previous models, with an integral intake catering for a
single-barrel Bendix-Stromberg carburettor. In the configuration, the Falcon c. Around this time,
Ford of Australia also developed the '2V' 'two venturi', or '2 barrel' in Ford terminology,
reflecting a new 2-barrel carburetor as opposed to the previous single-barrel cylinder head,
which in all respects was similar to the previous integral "log head" intake, with the exception of
a removable aluminum intake which mounted a Bendix-Stromberg WW two-barrel carburetor. To
take advantage of the much improved breathing ability that the removable intake brought to the
new head, the V also featured a much better breathing exhaust manifold. For years, the V
cylinder head was very popular for racing and many have been imported to North America,
where owners of cars with the Falcon inline six have upgraded their engines with the better
cylinder head. In , Ford of Australia updated the engines with a new cast-iron crossflow head
design. Engine displacements remained and c. Whereas the previous integral "log head" I-6
motor borrowed from the Ford FE engine family design, the new crossflow motor borrowed
from the Ford Cleveland engine family. A common upgrade for a crossflow head engine is to
use Cleveland roller tip rocker arms. Ford of Australia updated the crossflow design in mid with
a new aluminum head casting. The alloy head was used to improve warmup time and reduce
fuel consumption and emissions. Until , the engines were fitted with a single-barrel
Bendix-Stromberg carburetor, but from March were fitted with a Weber two-barrel carburetor,
which had improved fuel consumption over the single-barrel carb. Later, a Bosch Jetronic
fuel-injected version with direct-port fuel injection was offered in the XE Falcon, and was only
available as an aluminium-head 4. The XF Falcon's 4. The carburetor engine was still fitted
standard, and EFI was optional. Changes to the carburetor-based engine were made to
accommodate the EFI system. The compression ratio on the 4. The cylinder head intake ports
had been modified to provide clearance for the injectors, and a new intake manifold was
designed and many other changes were made in the engine bay to accommodate the new fuel
system. In , the inline six engines underwent a major redesign for the EA Falcon and now
featured a new single overhead cam SOHC crossflow aluminum head. The camshaft and
auxiliary shaft are driven by a 'duplex' chain. The duplex chain drives the distributor and the oil
pump shafts. The camshaft is supported on the cylinder head by using 'topless' bearings.

Bearing liners are not used. The camshaft is held in position using valve spring pressure.
Hydraulic lash adjusters mounted on the rocker arms are used to provide zero valve lash. As
with all previous and current models, the block is cast iron, but with a reduction in the cylinder
bore to try to reduce emissions. The SOHC engines were offered as the 3. In , the 3. In , the dual
resonance intake manifold for the EF series was introduced. Also for the EF series Falcon, the
standard engine employed a high-energy coil-pack ignition system. Ford of Australia
redesigned the I-6 again in , and increased the main bearing size and added a ladder style main
stud girdle integral with the oil pan to increase low end rigidity. The engine also received
variable cam timing technology in some of the XR models, which can advance or retard cam
timing depending on engine speed, which gives a much broader power band. All were I-6
engines at 4. In , the engine received dual overhead cams DOHC with variable cam timing as the
Barra inline six motors and, depending on the version of engine, were offered in the BA Falcon,
Fairlane, and the SX Territory all had the Barra Ford Australia's high-performance division FPV
created even more powerful turbocharged model variants which were upgraded largely
co-inciding with the upgrades of the regular Falcon. A custom crankshaft , connecting rods ,
and pistons were used, but the cylinder head was left unmodified apart from the camshafts and
valve springs. Ford of Australia had intended to discontinue production of the I-6 engines at
their Geelong engine plant in , and replace them with imported Duratec V6s from North America.
Due to the drastic increase of oil prices in and the following economic turmoil, the decision was
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That has been my difficult choice. I would like to have 9. Hi Guys, Between getting C and
holidays the last 45 had me all over the place, finally better and back on track. MY bad being
MIA. Below is what I have so far, send me your thoughts. Are the numbers correct? Thanks V
Running on 93 at sea level to ft. Deck clearance 0. Supporter Glad you recovered from C
Welcome back. Your calculations are correct with the numbers you used. The block's cylinder
bore may need to be 4. Your machinist will determine what you will need. You also need to
finish the cylinder head first to know what the combustion chamber volume actually is. You will
need both the bore size and combustion chamber volume before you can order pistons. What
do you mean by " skirt" pistons? Are you going to install larger valves and do port work to the
head? Hi, did you see my last post? The idle and redline are from references soI may be off.
With this set up what would be the ideal idle and the redline? Also, does a crank fit in a block
without milling for the stroke? I did indeed read your other posts. The cam you mentioned will
add large amounts of torque above RPM while doing nothing in-and-of-itself to enhance torque

at idle. The Harland Sharp rollers with the stock cam is what you need. That means you can use
the stock intake valve springs and retainers too. OP stands for Original Poster A block is the
same as a block and nothing is required to put a crank in. The redline rpm depends on the head
modifications and is the reason why I asked you if the head was going to get larger valves and
port work. I could get larger valves, I was porting and polishing the valves. What should I do? At
this point is do it now or forget it. On RPM I do not know what it will be at the end. The Crower
cam you listed will make power to rpm with a big valve, ported head. The head works better than
the head because the head shrouds the valves with the smaller combustion chamber.
Furthermore the only reason a rods is recommended is when the engine is going to see rpm or
more otherwise the longer piston skirts of a piston on the rod gives better piston stability in the
cylinder for low rpm application. What the best cam for 9. The head will drop the CR too much,
ideally is to find a cam the would give low end and drop the CR from high 9s to 8 or high 7s. On
sea level to feet running on 93, what would be max? I don't mind adding a booster such as
Royal Purple if it is a must, everyone was warning me about the Dynamic CR, which was one of
the main reasons to chose the Crower cam. The head works better than the head because the
head shrouds the valves with the smaller comobustion chamber. On first low with the doubler
engaged, I am at 2. What number do you think will I be running, idle, peak, etc. I may be
underestimating it. Now I have a better picture. With all that gearing a lot of off idle torque is not
that important but you will have all you need by rpm. Use a head with 1. That will help extend
the power band at rpm. The Autotec pistons will only need around an 8 cc dish to get
compression ratio with the head. Paul im curious about your piston photos. Ractech and
Autech put the customer name on each custom piston Custom, ER. Great idea. I guess is down
to: head with 1. What you be the differences between the two? With the 1. What about the
springs? Running on 93 at sea level to ft. What would be the differences between the two?
Could I the 1. You must log in or register to reply here. This site uses cookies to help
personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By
continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.
Forums New posts. What's new New posts Latest activity. Log in Register. What's new. New
posts. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser
before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other
websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter Ford Start
date Sep 13, Well, I just lost my second engine this has happened before this past weekend
from a broken piston. I thought it was a lifter, only to pull each one to find they were in perfect
shape. Uh oh. Broken piston. I'm screwed. Skirt gone, the piston tilted in the cylinder bore and
punched a hole through it. Coolant through both exhausts, but at least the old girl got me home.
The very same thing happened to me when I added headers, four barrel and Offenhauser intake
to my original engine with , miles on it. After about 30, miles, I suffered a blown head gasket,
and the piston started tapping a short time after that. Then, yup, you guessed it, the piston
punched a hole through the cylinder. After getting a new block, the motor was rebuilt with all
the needed features. I had about , miles on the rebuild before it too broke a piston. I don't know
what caused the piston to fail as I never had any issues with the motor or blown gaskets. After
having this happen twice, with , and , miles on the motors, I'd strongly suggest to anyone
seriously contemplating a long lived rebuilt motor that has power enhancements over stock to
be sure they go for forged pistons. I thought a lot of my modified 's, and they made greatly
enhanced low speed torque over the stock version. Very capable motors, but the pistons need
to be tougher. If you're asking for diagnostic thoughts: Overfuelling leading to accelerated bore
wear and then piston slap is one possible that comes to mind. Also lack of torque plate or
hone-to-fit procedure on pistons could be contributors. That said, K on a rebuild would in many
cases be considered good, depending on attentiveness of rebuilder. Simple things - like the
piston being reversed may also have occurred. Were the failed units cast or hypereutectic?
Picture me goof slapping my forehead. NOW I get it. I figured that my rebuilt 's really wouldn't
rev all that much, making forged unnecessary, but now I figure different. Bore wear wasn't all
that bad, as I had to put on another set of headers about 2 years ago. I examined the pistons
and cylinder walls at that time, and they still had a tight fit, with low wear. I watch the motor
being bored, and a torque plate was used. Remember my assumptions are pretty generalised. I
don't have a very high opinion of "over the counter" exchange rebuilts; there is never the time
to do things right. I once found a with a single rod in it that one piston had positive deck height.
But K, as I said, isn't too bad on a slightly modded motor. Given the clearances needed at cold
start on forgies, the hypereutectics are often considered a better choice. FTF has a lot of passes
on his short motor with hypers and I don't think he's torn it down yet. The other not-so-good
news is creeping evidence of a decline in the quality of some aftermarket core parts now
sourced from overseas , especially cams and lifters Cheers, Adam. The fellow doing the rebuild

has a good reputation for quality, and does full blown race motors. Omaha, Nebraska. The cam
was good, as there was no visible wear on the lifters. As in nada. The old lifters were also the
exact same diameter as the new. And of course, better parts matter. Oh, I won't see 16 again but
I did drive it pretty aggressively. Never really overreved it. Top end wasn't there. I didn't have
enough mods to let it rev a lot higher than stock. Serious torquer though. Good thing I have my
EFI six now. Makes me drive a little more conservatively. It was an old truck, and I was in the
phase of ownership where you'll fix everything because it's cheap. A busted motor was the the
only thing that would stop me from putting it back on the road. My truck's been worth less than
the cost for motor overhaul for many years now. It's 27th birthday would have been this
October. That truck got USED. Motor never was abused, and the heavy hauling was infrequent
but more than the average guy does. Anonymous Guest. I have a new set of cast pistons in my
garage. The finish in those pistons is something that I can hardly appreciate. This might or
might not be critical, but maybe I'm just used to better quality with pistons. They LOOK like they
would easily break. Having a piston-wounded undergoing rebuild, I am very hesitant about
putting them in. What a bummer. Extra money needed to get a set of forged slugs. Just can't
trust the box of pistons I have. All the effort and money that goes into a complete rebuild would
not be nice to lose due to a weak piston. Having said that, of course there are gazillions of
engines running well and providing excellent service and high miles. This had suffered an
intake leak in the 6 runner. Results were a good chunk of piston land melt on 6, and more or
less major damage in pistons 5,4,3,2 due to obvious overheat condition and only the piston 1
looking decent. I have a hunch that the subject of this thread might have some real world
background to it. At least it seems to be a relatively common occurrence with these engines.
The pistons are the weekness to the 's sweetness. The basic design is worse than the early W
pistons, also renown for cracking pistons in service. A set of forged pistons from a FE are
recommended if the engine is to be extended. Frenchtown Flyer's posts intimate concerns with
the stock pistons for any but the stock engine tootling. Which post was that? I'd like to read
about it.. Even if it takes you a month of Sundays. The Frenchtown Flyer Greg recommended
that I use hypereutectic pistons in my very mild buildup. I took his advice. So far, so good. I do
believe there is something to the piston problem in the stock I have noticed a significant
amount of folks telling about tearing down a high-mileage and saying how it still ran well even
though several pistons were cracked, had chunks of skirt missing, etc. I have also wondered
about the pistons for the "heavy duty" Ford specified a lower compression ratio for these
engines, were they of heavier construction as well? I have never seen any myself. I built my for
"heavy duty" useage by using the cast hypereutectic pistons for the EFI engine in combination
with the carby head. This allowed a tight squish with a lowered compression ratio. I am terrified
of detonation and have no confidence that available fuel will continue to be decent quality. My
opinion is that many folks hear of the 's reputation for ruggedness and then lug away with a
deaf ear to the death rattle of detonation. Electronic ignition means you never have to check
your timing or inspect the plugs, right? Your spark plugs are about the only window to the
inside that tells you what's happening. I've been contemplating a rebuild of my high milage for a
while. Since my continued intent with the truck it's in is not high end performance I'm probably
going to use the Sealed Power HP series pistons. The only spec differences, aside from weight,
that I've found are compression distance 1. Has anyone on this board used these? IIRC, they
are a much tougher piston, but i dont personally konw how hard it would be to swap. After
reading this, I took a look at the pistons I took out. One had a broken skirt, another a cracked
skirt. I replaced them with FE pistons which, it seems to me, are of much better design. I'm not
sure if that's just the manufacturer making changes or if they stick with OEM designs. The
pistons have the skirt going around the whole lower circumfrence of the piston, where the
piston skirts are standing on their own with no support. I could take pictures if people are
interested. Now im worried Probably, I did also and now I'm puffing white smoke Well a couple
of you eluded to a problem which I am quite sure is it. Pure and simple light detonation cannot
be heard by the ear. Broken pistons from detonation Either busted top ring land or compressed
which will pinch the ring , melted circumference and alum on cyl wall, hole in centre, broken
skirt detonation will rattle a piston in a loose bore cocking it and snapping off the tips of the
skirts , splitting the piston in two the top left at TDC and remainder thrashing around Now
nothing is guaranteed, but I'd question what your timing was damper move, marks wrong, timed
by ear Also what fuel your using, 87octane might be fine from one company, but not another.
And the final one would be your cyl pressure. Do a comp test and see what the pressure is. This
is effected by static comp ratio, but more by cam timing intake closing point did you have an
aftermarket cam or did you advance the stock cam for more bottom end? There is no reason for
a stock cast piston to break under "normal" conditions. By that I mean proper timing,mixture
and not over revving. If the tune up is right, you can lug it all day and the cyl pressure will not

hurt it. The question is if the pistons are defective from the factory no or if aftermarket ones are
defective unknown. As I said anything is possible, including defective aftermarket pistons, but I
would lean towards tune up or high rpm. You must log in or register to reply here. This site uses
cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you
register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn
moreâ€¦. Forums New posts. What's new New posts Latest activity. Log in Register. What's new.
New posts. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or
other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter
vcbota Start date Nov 20, Hi guys, I got many things for it but am still on the fence about cam
and rockers. Need help, too many options, and variables. If you could put anything besides,
turbo, chevy head, boring too much, or charging it, what would you do? I have complete
complete complete Clifford's duo Webber kit with headers Extra set of connecting rods Extra
head Fel-Pro gasket at 0. The best roller rockers? Should I bother using the connecting rods?
DDS, , or pistons? Which piston compression? Supporter The best roller rockers are the
Harland sharp. They are the only roller rockers that will gave you the correct rocker arm
geometry. No Comp cams. They are detonation prone and require a lower compression ratio to
work They are low lift and will not produce as much torque as a higher lift cam. Since you are
looking for both low rpm torque and a wide power band the camshaft duration is relatively short
and will limit the compression ratio to 9. Don't push it. If you want to use the rods have Autotec
make you a set of forged pistons with a 1. This way the piston will be at zero deck with a minor
block decking for good quench. If you want a cheaper route use the Speed Pro HP
Hypereutectic pistons at zero deck with the rods and a head. The head will need to be milled.
You didn't understand what I recommended so I'll try to do a better job explaining. If you push
the DCR above those limits the ignition timing and air fuel ratio become more critical and finally
make the engine difficult to run without detonation. This is based on the many engine builds
found on this forum. The DCR is based on the Static Compression ratio and the intake valve
closing point after bottom dead center meaning it is related to the camshaft profile. The sooner
the intake valve closes the higher the DCR. In order to have low to midrange torque the cam
profiles need to have a relatively short duration with high valve lift. That's why I said you are
limited to a 9. Don't plan on compression ratios above 9. The Schneider H cam will give you a 7.
Concerning Pistons: If a piston is even with the top of the block deck at TDC then we consider
that to have maximum quench which reduces the tendency towards detonation and the
turbulence from the squish velocity helps with more complete combustion. It is therefore
preferred to have a piston with a 1. Racetec and Autotec are the same company Racetec makes
the more expensive alloy pistons while the Autotec division makes the alloy pistons. Here is
what the exact piston looks like for the rod. They are made from the same forged aluminum
alloy as the DSS pistons you were looking at but they don't have the unnecessary valve pockets
of the V8 pistons. They were the only BBC 1. The rocker is. In order to get the roller tip centered
on the valve stem I had to position the rocker very low on the rocker stud yielding less than
ideal geometry. As a result the rocker roller tip travel increased from the normal. The stud
towers also needed to be machined lower to accommodate the lower rocker arm location on the
rocker stud. The Harland Sharp roller rockers have the correct length and have the correct
installed geometry. There aren't performance cam kits that have every
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thing you need including the correct valve springs so I will piece it out for you using Summit as
the single source. The Crower HDP With a big valve ported head it will provide a to rpm power
band. It requires a valve spring with lbs seat pressure and lbs open. The Comp spring will give
you lbs seat and lbs open when installed at 1. On your Extra set of connecting rods, does the
small end bore measure. Thank you very much. How will this loopier cam affect the low-end
torque? Saying things like, haven't done one in decades I will have to time to learn, may have to
fabricate things as they do not make it anymore, that's too long to do something so uncommon,
etc Content omitted. That has been my difficult choice. I would like to have 9. You must log in or
register to reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience
and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to
our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.

